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Convolution &Deconvolution



History Plot



Reservoir Charachteristics





Unit Rate Function (Type-curve)

This type-curve describe the reservoir characteristics



Skin

Perm

Boundary location

BDF

Reservoir 

volume

Importance of  Reservoir Type-curve

 Fundamental curve for well test interpretation

 Flow regime identification

 Reservoir description

Pressure behavior for constant rate



Unit Rate Function (Type-curve)







Multi Rates









Duhamels Equation

Duhamel’s Equation ( deals with continuously changing rate)







Convolution vs. Deconvolution



History Plot



Reservoir Type Curve



Deconvolution Process

Deconvolution provides an alternative to conventional

diagnostic analysis and can show additional flow

regime information that would not normally be seen

within the specified time frame of the buildup test.
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Deconvolution



Deconvolution of a Buildup Test

?



Deconvolution of a Buildup Test





Limitations



Limitations

Availability of All Pressure Data



Limitations

Error Propagation



Limitations

Buildup Data Only- Pi Known



Limitations

Buildup Data Only- Pi Known



Limitations

Buildup Data Only- Pi Known

Assume 



Limitations

Buildup Data Only- Pi Known



Limitations -Buildup Data Only- Pi Known
Missing data: 

We can reconstruct the 

pressure history With any of 

these type curves.

No unique solution.

To determine the correct one 

we need to impose external 

information (risk of bias)



Limitations -Buildup Data Only- Pi Unknown

The actual measured data

The assumed extrapolation: f(t+∆t)



Limitations -Buildup Data Only- Pi Unknown



Deconvolution



Deconvolution

Increasing the Radius of Investigation



Deconvolution- Modern Methods

 Van Scheroter et al (Imperial College, 2002)

Solved for Derivative, Not Type curve (Pu)

Non-linear Regression to minimize error : TLS (p,q)

Early time: wellbore storage

Integrate derivative to get type curve(Pu)

Curvature control- regularization (TLS)



Deconvolution- Modern Methods

Levitan (bp, 2005)

Removed assumption of early time wellbore storage

Identified problem when Pi is unknown



Deconvolution- Modern Methods

Ilk et al (Texas A&M, 2006)

B-spline basis function to create derivative (instead

of assuming point on derivative, he assumed

continues curve)

Contineus rate change not step change

Solved problem in Laplace space



Deconvolution

Modern Methods Procedure



Modern Methods Procedure



Modern Methods Procedure



Modern Methods Procedure



Modern Methods Procedure



Manual Deconvolution

The assumed 

derivative

The integrated 

derivative(type curve)

The convolved 

type curve

The measured data



By changing the 

derivative we can 

get a good match



Deconvolution Process

Deconvolution is a mathematical tool that extracts the drawdown

typecurve from the rate and pressure history. Essentially the

deconvolution process consists of the following steps:

Generate a typecurve as an initial guess

Superpose this typecurve with historical rate data to calculate

synthetic pressures

Calculate the error between the calculated pressures and the

measured pressures

Generate a new typecurve and repeat the process until the error

between calculated and measured pressures is minimized



Please note that deconvolution is a purely mathematical process and

should be used with caution. The following guidelines show the ideal

conditions for deconvolving data to obtain the best possible results

Deconvolution-Guidelines

Data does not contain a lot of noise

Data is free from outliers in both rate and pressure

Rate history is reliable

Buildup typecurves used for deconvolution are consistent with each

other

Wellbore and reservoir properties do not change significantly with time

A good estimate of initial pressure (pi) is available
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Deconvolution vs. Modeling



Deconvolution vs. Modeling



SPE 71574,

SPE 77688, 

SPE 84290, 

SPE 90680.

Useful References for Deconvolution




